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Sexual Violence, Masculinity, and
Agency in Post-Surrender Japan, 1945
Robert Kramm

In the immediate post-surrender period in late summer 1945, thousands
of American servicemen entered Japan. Despite Japanese authorities’
tactical planning of a “female floodwall” with brothels and other recreational facilities to distract the occupiers from the Japanese population,
especially from Japanese women, and the occupiers’ demonstration of
military power, the first physical encounter of occupiers and occupied in
the “militarized peace” of occupied Japan was nevertheless accompanied
by violence—sexual violence in particular. Contrary to the often-portrayed peaceful image of the American occupation of Japan, this article
highlights sex and violence as significant markers for the asymmetrical
power relations during the occupation period. It analyzes the arena of
sexual violence in which Japanese police officers and administrators, as
well as Japanese civilians, struggled to prevent and control, but also to
articulate and instrumentalize, the occupiers’ sexual assaults.

Introduction

T

he occupation of Japan after World War II officially started on September
2, 1945. The exclusively male surrender ceremony, where officials signed
the Instrument of Surrender, took place on the US battleship Missouri in
Tokyo Bay. General Douglas MacArthur, acting Supreme Commander of
the Allied Powers (SCAP), closed the ceremony with a speech addressing
the hope for a peaceful future of Japan and stating that “a better world
shall emerge out of the blood and carnage of the past—a world founded
upon faith and understanding—a world dedicated to the dignity of man
and the fulfillment of his most cherished wish—for freedom, tolerance
and justice.”1 Despite such emphasis on reconciliation, the ceremony was
a tremendous demonstration of power: one American flag on the Missouri
was the same flag that flew over the White House on the day of the Pearl
Harbor attack on December 7, 1941, and another one was the thirty-one star
flag Commodore Matthew C. Perry used when he sailed to Japan in 1853 to
“open” the country with gunboat diplomacy. During the ceremony, Allied
warships crowded Tokyo Bay and planes filled the sky. After the ceremony
ended, thousands of well-fed American soldiers and sailors disembarked
on Japan’s shores and advanced into the country where most people faced
hunger in bombed-out cities.2
© 2019 Journal of Women’s History, Vol. 31 No. 1, 62–85.
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The waves of disembarking servicemen hit the newly built “female
floodwall” (onna no bōhatei) in Japan’s major cities, and US servicemen patronized in large numbers the still rather scarce but strategically well-placed
brothels. Following their defeat in the late summer of 1945, Japanese authorities in cooperation with private entrepreneurs of Japan’s entertainment
industry initiated recreation facilities with brothels, cabarets, and nightclubs
to “comfort” the Allied occupiers. Miyazawa Hamajirō, president of the
state-supported Rest and Recreation Association (RAA), coined the term
floodwall during his speech at the RAA’s inauguration ceremony in front of
the Imperial Palace on August 28, 1945.3 Various studies have addressed the
initiative to set up recreational facilities, some showing particular interest
in the RAA, which was a right-wing, semi-governmental association meant
to organize the postwar entertainment scheme. In her study, the historian
Masayo Duus shows how high-ranking Japanese officials intervened by
setting up prostitution as a protective zone between occupiers and occupied to secure Japan’s sovereignty and institutions after defeat—providing
“gifts of the defeated” (haisha no okurimono), as Duus provocatively calls
the sexual offerings.4 Japanese ideologues in politics and the entertainment
business called these gifts “sacrifices” and deliberately exploited lowerclass women to channel male sexual desires and interests; these women
resembled colonial subjects forced to work in the wartime military comfort
system.5 Historians of Japan’s infamous military comfort system argue
that the whole concept of providing prostitution to the occupiers was a
continuation of the wartime system.6 Others, including Sheldon Garon and
Sarah Kovner, draw connections beyond the wartime period, highlighting
the similarities between imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system and
the post-surrender prostitution scheme.7 In imperial Japan, as Fujima Yuki
and Bill Mihalopolous have demonstrated, licensed prostitution was a key
vehicle to establish the image of the lower-class sex worker whose labor
was restricted to licensed brothels in designated red-light districts and with
regular health examinations. This system secured middle- and upper-class
women and their sexuality, which ultimately affirmed Japanese bourgeois
identity and the state’s desire for national purity.8 Many accounts perpetuate a strong focus on male Japanese officials in politics, bureaucracy, and
law being responsible for the conceptualization and organization of the
postwar prostitution program; feminist studies often combine this with a
demand for general prohibition of sex work and a critique of patriarchy.9
The various sexual encounters between occupation servicemen, civilian
men, and women in military occupied countries and sex work in military
occupations are obviously not limited to the occupation of Japan but have
instead been an integral part of any modern military occupation.10 Regina
Mühlhäuser meticulously reconstructs how sex was pivotal to the every-
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day experiences of servicemen and civilians in the Nazi-occupied Soviet
Union, ranging from romance and sexual services in exchange for pleasure
or payment inside and outside military brothels to sexual violence in the
way soldiers’ used threats and physical force to coerce women into sex.11
Military occupation also brought opportunities, which in the case of postwar occupied Germany enabled German women—through contacts with
black and white US servicemen—to challenge established sexual boundaries
and racial attitudes and allowed them to renegotiate their social position.12
Modern military occupations around the world were nevertheless “littered
with men and the spectre of masculinity,” to use the historian Glenda Sluga’s
words, creating and enforcing specific gendered and sexed encounters in
the shadow of military bases.13 The most notorious encounters occurred
due to the availability and maintenance of commercial sex—which the US
military legitimated or at least tolerated for the sake of recreation, troop
morale, and discipline—and reaffirmation of servicemen’s masculinity.14 In
post-surrender Japan, however, it was the defeated foe’s authorities—not
the occupying military, liberated people, or an authority-weary population—who facilitated sexual outlets for an opposing victorious army. Many
occupation servicemen took advantage of their sexual opportunities in
post-surrender Japan. They did not engage only with the women “provided” for them; some perceived all Japanese women as sexually available.
Considering the US occupation of Japan as an instance of imperialism, as
Mire Koikari convincingly stresses, GI’s sexual behavior resembled that of
many white men in colonial settings and often followed established racist
images of the Japanese as a promiscuous, obedient, and sexually available
Orientalized other.15
At first glance, it is remarkable how the first encounter between the
occupiers and the occupied—both at the ceremony in Tokyo Bay and in
organized brothels—was thoroughly planned by both American and Japanese authorities. Both, it seems, were eager to avoid more bloodshed after
the war officially ended and tried to stimulate a transition from wartime
antagonism to peaceful coexistence in the postwar era. Sex played a significant role in this first encounter and was arranged along heteronormative
patterns. The occupiers performed a parade of their military, economic, and
political power—in itself a sexualized performance of militaristic masculine
power—and, despite official anti-fraternization policy and internal critique
of the prevalence of commercial sex, the military command tolerated their
personnel’s sexual adventures in Japanese brothels.16 In the meantime, and
under the careful watch of Japan’s authorities, the RAA set up recreational
facilities close to camps of the occupation forces.17
Yet things were more complicated than American and Japanese authorities anticipated. In order to shed light on the transition from war to peace
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and underscore sex as a key aspect of it, this article assembles a variety of
tragic testimonies of sexual violence outside of recreational facilities from
the early occupation period in 1945. It deliberately focuses on the first weeks
and months of the occupation, which have often been bypassed in the existing historiography.18 Many of imperial Japan’s institutions, including the
Home Ministry (naimushō), were still intact. In 1945, prostitution, believed
by Japan’s authorities to prevent sexual violence, differed from its forms in
the later period of the occupation and was still more or less practiced along
the model of imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system, which SCAP
abolished in early 1946.19 In order to grasp the multiple experiences and
dynamics of sexual violence, the historians Thomas Lindenberger and Alf
Lüdtke plead for a closer look at the practices and contexts of violence beyond meta-theoretical, political, and ideological claims.20 The limited documentation of sexual violence in post-surrender Japan’s police reports and
bureaucratic memoranda offer some very limited insights into the agency of
male perpetrators and female victims.21 Yet they illuminate in particular the
efforts made by political, bureaucratic, and law enforcement agents of the
Japanese state to prevent, control, and instrumentalize incidents of (sexual)
violence. This article focuses on the male-dominated framing of sexual
violence, e.g., how it was officially and unofficially ignored, sanctioned, or
prosecuted and how it was spoken of or silenced.22 The analysis of sexual
violence is thus not limited to the immediate perpetrators, victims, and the
act of sexual assault. It rather addresses the complexity of sexual violence
embedded into a wider scope of power relations.
Sexual violence in post-surrender Japan was closely entwined with a
culture of what the political scientist Cynthia Enloe has labeled “militarized
masculinity.”23 It sustains the image of the hyper-masculine soldier who is
trained to follow orders, perpetrate physical violence, and sacrifice himself
to protect his country and its families. He appears to be thus privileged to
transgress boundaries—during wartime as well as in the postwar “militarized peace.”24 It is part of “what soldiers do,” to quote the historian Marie
Louise Roberts, yet the struggle over the management of sex and servicemen’s sexual behavior is a struggle of authority that evolves in an arena
encompassing servicemen and their sexual partners (or victims) as well as
military authorities, local administrators, and civilian citizens.25 Indeed,
sexual violence in 1945 Japan, as it has been (and continues to be) the case
elsewhere, constituted a hegemonic masculinity—not by the individual
soldier dominating the bodies of occupied Japan’s women alone but through
the larger and flexible pattern in which sexual violence was practiced,
spoken of, and silenced, involving male rivalry and competition as well as
complicity.26 In post-surrender Japan, Japanese male authorities—mainly
police officers and bureaucrats of the Home Ministry—and sometimes
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ordinary citizens developed strategies to limit, control, dodge, prevent,
articulate, and instrumentalize sexual and other assaults by the American
occupiers. Their practices, appropriations, and interpretations—their room
to maneuver, also beyond discursive patterns—in the occupation’s first
days, weeks, and months are at the center of this article.

Reporting Sexual Assaults: Police Investigation, Racial Profiling,
and Occupiers’ Ignorance
The first officially reported postwar sexual assault in Japan occurred
three days prior to the surrender ceremony. In a report, the Kanagawa Prefectural Police stated that at eleven in the morning on August 30, two US
servicemen entered a Japanese house in Yokosuka. “Two American soldiers
who were searching the neighborhood invaded the house, left it shortly for
five minutes, and upon return one [soldier] forced [a] 36 year old women
. . . to the small room next to the kitchen’s entrance on the ground floor,
the other [soldier] forced . . . [the woman’s] 17 year old daughter . . . to the
upper floor, both above mentioned [women] were threatened with drawn
pistols and raped.”27 Another even more violent incident was reported the
following day. In the early evening of September 1, two American soldiers
drove around Yokohama City in a stolen truck and coerced two Japanese
civilians to show them around the city. Later, they picked up 24-year-old
Miss Y. at Eirakuchō, Naka Ward, and brought her to a US servicemen’s
dormitory in Nogeyama Park. At the dormitory, Miss Y. was gang raped by
twenty-seven men, who violated her in turn until she lost consciousness. The
next morning some servicemen cleaned and fed her and sent her home.28
Historians of the occupation period have gathered 119 officially
reported rape cases between September and October and counted 1,326
unofficially notified incidents of rape for the period between August 30
and September 10, 1945.29 Although statistics indicate a certain decrease of
sexual violence after the first few days of the occupiers’ presence in Japan,
a constant ratio of rape and attempted rape can still be found in American
and Japanese police records throughout the occupation period.30 These numbers, however, are only the officially notified incidents; the actual figures
were presumably much higher. The existing official numbers nevertheless
provide evidence that sexual assaults occurred despite the erection of the
“female floodwall” and that both Japanese and American administrators
kept records on the issue and were thus aware of sexual violence.
Incidents of sexual violence prompted Japanese authorities to develop
various measures to limit and control assaults on Japanese citizens. Since
Japan’s law enforcement agencies had lost all jurisdiction to process crimes
conducted by the occupiers as prescribed under occupation law, they could
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mainly intervene by collecting information on crime cases and filing reports
to occupation authorities for further investigation. On September 4, 1945,
the Peace Preservation Section of the still-active Home Ministry released
a directive to all major police departments nationwide, ordering them to
report the occupiers’ crimes—in particular sexual assaults.31 The section’s
members were apparently well aware that in American civil and military
law sexual assault was illegal and considered the notification of occupation
servicemen’s illegal trespasses as the most effective means to limit crimes.
Incidents could be reported at every police station and kōban, which were
small police stations in Japanese neighborhoods that became popular
starting in the mid-Meiji period where the police simultaneously maintained a high level of surveillance and interacted with citizens on a more
personal and casual basis.32 The police forwarded the reports to the newly
established Central Liaison Office (CLO), which was attached to Japan’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and established to handle all communication
between the Japanese government and SCAP’s General Headquarters. In
order to identify the perpetrators, the Peace Preservation Section advised
the police to compile reports with as much detail as possible, for example
noting the place and date of the crime as well as characteristics of the suspects. These included the name, age, appearance, “social status” (mibun),
and military rank of the suspect.33 In order to enable Japanese civilians to
identify American military ranks, the newspaper Asahi Shinbun printed a
short explanatory article with images of American military insignia the
same day that the Home Ministry released its directive.34
By looking at an array of the reports, however, it seems reasonable
to believe that the criteria to identify suspects as proposed by the Home
Ministry’s Peace Preservation Section were mainly pointing to bodily features and such vague classifications as “social status” can rather be read as
racial categorizations. A memorandum submitted by the CLO on October
12, 1945, for instance, reported that at “about 11 p.m. September 19, three
United States negro soldiers stationed in the area of Iwaimachi, Hodogayaku, forced their way into the home of . . . a conscripted Japanese soldier.
One of the negro soldiers was posted outside as a lookout. The other two
going inside while holding a jack knife demanded sexual intercourse with
[the] wife of the Japanese soldier. [She] ran outside but was caught by the
other negro soldier who was stationed outside. She was then dragged to the
bushes and raped by the three negro soldiers. Three other negro soldiers
passing there also assaulted her.”35
Next to place and time, the term “negro soldier” is the only explicit
description of the suspects stated in the CLO report, and such other features
as military insignia or personal appearance are not mentioned. Compared
to similar reports, it seems conspicuous that “negro,” and occasionally
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“coloured,” were generally used as umbrella terms to categorize nonwhite
servicemen. Although it is hard to prove any racist sentiments of the CLO
or the reporting Japanese police, racial categorizations or even racial profiling appear as returning tropes in the reports.36 This is particularly apparent
in the reversed case, when skin color was totally absent in a report about
crimes apparently committed by white servicemen. Against the backdrop
of a common anti-black racism in Japan that saw black males as violent,
hyper-sexualized, and sexually insatiable, it sustains the notion that Japan’s
authorities used “negro” and “coloured” in their reports as markers to
emphasize the overall gravity of the threat posed by sexual violence committed by American servicemen.37
Starting in mid-September 1945, the CLO submitted almost daily crime
reports to SCAP’s General Headquarters. In one of the first reports from
September 19, the CLO listed all incidents between August 31 and September
5 in a twenty-one page memorandum, covering burglary, robbery, death
resulting from traffic accidents, attempted rape, and one abduction with
rape in Miura, Kanagawa prefecture.38 Stolen goods were mostly cars or
trucks, watches, money, Japanese swords, clothes (kimonos), or food and
alcohol. Stolen vehicles were often used for such crimes as kidnapping,
stealing large amounts of alcohol, or committing a series of burglaries. On
September 10, for example, the CLO reported that three American soldiers
had been driving around in “a car belonging to the Meguro Second Office
of the Yamato Motor Car Company situated in Shimizu-machi, Meguro-ku.”
According to the report, the soldiers went on a “spree” with the car and
forced its chauffeur, Unichiro Shishido, to accompany them. Unichiro later
reported to the police that the three soldiers would have committed “about
thirty cases of burglary and threat” and, in the evening, invited “Geisha
girls and passed their pleasant time until the small hours of the next day.”
Upon questioning by the police, the “Geisha girls” also attested that the
three soldiers were handling various stolen items they had obtained that
night, including several watches and Japanese yen notes.39
A public display of criminal activities was not uncommon, and many
American servicemen made no significant attempt to cover up their criminal
activities. Some servicemen even blatantly showed off their intentions. A
certain “G.I. Jopha,” for instance, stopped a Japanese truck driver somewhere in the Tokyo-Yokohama area on September 19, took his vehicle, and
left an “obligation letter” that said:
One car (Buick) Model ‘1930’.
To be used by the U.S.Gov. for purpose of transporting high ranking officers on official business. After all who won the war, you or
me? This certified that this car is to be used to pick up any girls
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who fuck, and further more who cares what the hell is it to you.
G. I. Jopha [signed]
		
17-fort soldiers of the winning army, U.S.A.
					
on this date 19. Sept. 1945.40
Such statements demonstrate US servicemen’s superior attitude in occupied
Japan. Especially in the first few weeks before the whole bureaucratic apparatus of the occupation regime was established, occupation force personnel appeared to be under no strict regimentation. This translated into the
criminal behavior of some servicemen, for whom occupied Japan offered
many opportunities, especially selling military goods on the black market.41
The dimension of sex in the above-cited reports is particularly noticeable,
and the references to a night out with “geisha girls” and the truck that is
“to be used to pick up any girls who fuck” substantiate the impression of
American servicemen seeking sexual adventures and exploiting opportunities in occupied Japan.
As many of the filed reports indicate, most sexual assaults were carried
out along similar patterns. The historian Tanaka Yuki argues that many servicemen pretended to patrol Japanese neighborhoods in search of accessible
women and entered civilian houses while family members were asleep or
at work. In addition, rape or attempted rape often followed the distribution
of food or other goods. On many occasions, servicemen offered chocolate,
cigarettes, or money in exchange for sexual services. Upon rejection, however, perpetrators often forced women into sexual intercourse by beating
them or holding them at gunpoint.42 Tanaka echoes the Home Ministry’s
Peace Preservation Section’s evaluation in September 1945. The ministry’s
analysis and suggestions were explicated in a memorandum about two
rape cases in Yokosuka and Tateyama that both occurred on September 2,
1945. In the first case in Yokosuka, two sailors of the US Navy acted as if
they were inspecting the neighborhood. According to the memo, the sailors
were purposely cruising the area at midday when most men were at work
and the women were home alone. After they entered a house, they apparently communicated through unmistakable gestures that they were seeking
sexual intercourse and even offered payment. After the women rejected the
proposal, the sailors drew their pistols and forced the women to have sex.
In Tateyama, Chiba prefecture, two soldiers of the US Eighth Army acted
quite similarly. In this case, the memo concluded, it became apparent that
the soldiers knowingly acted against the law because they tried to rape
the women “in secret” (hisoka ni) and always posted one man outside as
lookout (mihari ni tatsu).43
The occupiers’ responses to the numerous reports were rather sobering
and probably disappointing for Japanese authorities—as well as insulting
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for the victims of sexual assault. SCAP’s reaction was usually to demand
more detailed evidence for the reported crimes and to state that the scarce
information on the suspects provided by Japan’s authorities would not
be sufficient for further investigation. Quite often occupation authorities
stated that the victims and witnesses should give more comprehensive
testimonies and accurate descriptions of the suspected perpetrators, who
would be easy to identify due to their uniform and military insignia.44 As
Sarah Kovner demonstrates on the basis of statistics compiled in 1950 by
the Far East Command (FEC), throughout the occupation period a discrepancy existed between rape cases reported and those cases investigated
and put to trial. Four hundred and twenty-two servicemen got arrested on
rape charges between 1947 and 1949, but only 104 were court martialed,
and only 53 were convicted.45 SCAP also responded to newspaper articles,
which addressed sexual assaults and other crimes against Japanese civilians
committed by occupation personnel. On September 19, 1945, SCAP released
a press code that prohibited, among other things, criticizing SCAP, its policies, and personnel. Among the press code’s censor catalogue, reports on
harassments, assaults, and other crimes committed by American soldiers
and sailors were also considered a direct critique of the occupation and
the occupiers and thus not allowed for publication.46 Suspending or even
rejecting investigations due to alleged lack of information and releasing the
press code to censor news reports on servicemen’s crimes were significant
attempts by the occupation regime to officially silence discussions of sexual
violence in occupied Japan.

Preventing Sexual Assaults I: Police Agency and its Limits
The Japanese police were in an ambivalent position in post-surrender
Japan. As an integral institution within Japan’s defeated imperial state, the
police had lost much of their sovereignty as the legitimate executor of the
state’s monopoly on physical force. The Japanese police had no right to
intervene or even investigate crimes committed by members of the occupation regime. And they had no jurisdiction for crimes committed within the
premises of the occupation army’s bases—including black marketeering of
US army supplies and assaults on Japanese civilians working for Americans in jobs like translators, typists, caretakers, and cooks. In the early days
and weeks of the occupation period, much of the police work concerning
the occupiers was thus limited to paperwork, and police officers gathered
information, secured evidence, and filed reports. The police were nevertheless obligated to enforce Japanese law and maintain order among Japanese
citizens. The Home Ministry directly ordered all police units to endure defeat
by memorizing the emperor’s call for a “grand peace for all the generations
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to come” (bansei ni taihei o hirakamu), which was part of Hirohito’s surrender
speech broadcast on the radio on August 15, but also to maintain “pride”
(kinji) in their work as representatives of the Japanese people. In addition,
the police were told to embody such values as “open-heartedness” (kyoshin),
a “kindly, cordial manner” (konsetsu), and “speedy management” (jinsoku
shori).47 Hence, during the first encounters of the early occupation period,
the Japanese police were challenged to engage with Japanese civilians on
the one hand and servicemen of the occupation forces on the other but not
to actively investigate crimes involving both groups.
One of the police’s efforts to maintain public order without interfering with the occupiers was to control red-light districts according to police
guidelines developed in imperial Japan. In Yokohama, for instance, the local police had trouble maintaining public order in and around the brothel
Goraku-sō, which the police had organized. The facility was overcrowded
with thousands of servicemen who often fought among themselves over the
few sex workers at the brothel. Drunkenness apparently facilitated reoccurring brawls within the Goraku-sō’s premises and riots in the neighborhood.
The Kanagawa Prefectural Police Department thus decided to shut down
the Goraku-sō, arguing that the police could not control the situation and
would be unable to guarantee public security.48 Compared to other brothels like the RAA-run Komachien in Ōmori, which was frequented as much
as the Goraku-sō but with fewer fights and unrest within the surrounding
neighborhood, it is apparent that the police’s interest in maintaining public
security was only focused on the quarrels outside the brothel. The police
mostly ignored the harassments and sexual assaults against the lower-class
sex workers within the servicemen-centered entertainment facilities.49
In line with RAA ideology of separating “chaste” women from those
who would be willing to service the victors, the police also tried to maintain
public morality and control the finances of the privately and RAA-managed
prostitution businesses. On October 3, 1945, the director of the police’s economic crime section addressed all subdivisions of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Police Department on his section’s concerns about the threat for public
morality resulting from the illegal recruitment of women for sex work. The
critique mainly pointed out the vague recruitment ads of the RAA, which
did not clearly state the exact nature of the advertised jobs. Labor brokers
in particular, who recruited young women in the countryside for brothels in
the cities, were criticized for being ruthless. The economic crime section also
developed a form sheet entitled “shinchūgun yūkyō ryōkin seikyūsho,” which
was meant to be an income receipt for sexual services provided to the occupying forces (shinchūgun). The section’s intent was to make it compulsory
for brothel owners and sex workers to declare one’s name and address, as
well as exact date, number of customers, and hours and rates of service. On
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the one hand, the receipt was foremost meant as a labor and tax certificate.
On the other hand, the data gained through the service declaration enabled
the police to obtain more detailed information on the prostitution business
and insights into specific brothels.50
In contrast to the Kanagawa police, the Section for Public Morals (fūki
kakari) of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department positively evaluated
the presence of occupation servicemen, claiming they were no potential
threat and would not endanger public security. In a memorandum to the
Home Ministry, the Section for Public Morals reported increasing numbers of customers in entertainment facilities who they described with the
rather euphemistic term “reveler” (yūkyōsha). Although the increase of such
“revelers” might result in possible incidents of petty crime, including theft
of kimonos or money from the brothel’s cashier, the authors of the memorandum did not speak of an overall negative effect on the general public.
Rather, the authors believed, all people working in certain establishments
needed to watch out and be a bit more careful to avoid minor incidents.
What is distinct in this report is the authors’ emphasis on the cooperation
between local police units and the US military police. Together they started
to patrol red-light districts and control brothels in various places in Tokyo.
According to the Section for Public Morals, Japanese police officers also
collaboratively engaged in public health inspections, which were in this
report conducted on September 20, 1945, due to the worries (shinpai) of
a US military surgeon about widespread “virus contamination” (byōdoku
osen). Apparently, of forty-two diagnosed sex workers—the report’s authors
called them settaifu—six had syphilis.51
According to the terminology, the Section for Public Morals’ authors
seemed to be convinced that the Japanese police were able to sufficiently
control post-surrender Japan’s entertainment facilities. Certain expressions
and activities mentioned in the report underscore the police’s longer history and internalized responsibility of controlling red-light districts. The
labels yūkyōsha and settaifu were most likely nostalgic references to clients
and “welcoming” or servicing women in the old pleasure quarters (yūkaku)
of the Tokogawa period. The public health inspections of brothels and sex
workers had been part of certain police duties since the early Meiji period.52
Although the report signifies police officers’ pride and self-assurance
in their work, it cannot hide the dependency of the Japanese police on the
occupiers’ military police. Crimes evidently committed by members of the
occupation forces could usually only be stopped and investigated by Japanese police officers with the help of the US military police. A CLO report
from September 10, 1945, for example, states, “On September 9, around 5:25
p.m. two American soldiers broke into the house of [a man in] Yokosuka City
and attempted to rape his 48 year old wife, after giving her a handkerchief.
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While her husband appeared from the inner room in response to her call for
help, one of the American soldiers struck him with a fist. They decamped
without accomplishing their object. On receiving report from policemen
stationed near the scene of the incident, the Foreign office lost no time in
communicating the matter to the U.S. Gendarmerie, which immediately arrested the American soldiers.”53 Several days later in the Yokohama area, the
local Japanese police officers had to rely on the nearby US military police:
“[A] 55 year old mother was walking [on a] road [in] Totsukamachi, Totsuka
Ward at about 9:40 p.m. September 14 together with her two daughters, 26
years old, and 23 years old. They were stopped by four American troops
at the point of pistols. The Americans took away the two daughters. The
Totsuka Police, upon receipt the report of the kidnapping by the mother,
immediately sent a message to Sub-Lieutenant Witson, American M.P., and
started to search of the kidnapped girls. They were found taking refuge in
a nearby civilian house and escaped raping.”54
Many of the CLO’s reports reveal that it was not only the crimes of
servicemen against Japanese civilians that caused the police trouble—direct attacks on Japanese police officers themselves rendered them helpless
against servicemen’s assaults. Police officers’ swords were popular trophies
for American soldiers and sailors. Sometimes, as an incident on September
19, 1945, shows, servicemen openly ridiculed and undermined Japanese
police officers’ authority: “About 9:30 am September 5th, one American
officer with 3 negro soldiers came to the garage of the Ooka Police bureau,
located at 1, 184, Ooka-machi, Minami-ku, Yokohama, and seized a Chevrolet. . . . In committing this action, they handed a piece of paper to Police
[Officer] Saiki, on which was written ‘Dollar.’”55 Other reports reveal more
violent assaults on Japanese police officers. On November 24, the police
officer K. Shigeru patrolled in Yokosuka and “was demanded money by
two American sailors. When he refused, he was fired by their revolvers and
received injuries in his abdomen. He was immediately carried to a hospital
in the neighborhood and given medical treatment but died at 9 p.m. the
following day.”56
The helplessness of Japanese police officers vis-à-vis the occupiers
manifested itself especially in the limited authority to directly intervene
or investigate crimes committed by servicemen. The only opportunities
seemed to be to secure evidence, note testimonies of victims and witnesses,
and assist the US military police. However, as the CLO reports indicate, rape
and other assaults were usually only properly investigated and prosecuted
if the perpetrator was caught in the act.57 Japanese police officers therefore
shared a certain helplessness with the overall Japanese population. The
balance of power between Japanese police and civilians, however, hardly
changed. As the historian Christopher Aldous notes, the Japanese popula-
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tion in the postwar period was still confronted with the police’s interference
in every aspect of daily life like in the wartime and prewar period. This
included neighborhood surveillance, random identification, and personal
surveys on households, which were justified as crime investigation and
prevention.58 Thus, regardless of the loss of authority by the Japanese police
in early occupied Japan, the police were still keen on maintaining control
over the Japanese population. Although they had to cede their authority to
Americans and could only intervene depending on the occupiers’ military
police, the Japanese police continued to enforce Japanese law among Japanese citizens and kept patrolling neighborhoods, checking communities,
and inspecting brothels.

Preventing Sexual Assaults II: State Propaganda and Civilian
Efforts
In addition to filing reports and attempting to maintain public order,
Japan’s authorities also tried to actively mobilize Japanese civilians in efforts to avoid and prevent sexual assaults against Japanese women. The
Home Ministry asked Japanese citizens to report any crimes at local police
stations, and newspapers circulated articles to inform the public of US
military insignias in order to identify perpetrators. The Home Ministry’s
Peace Preservation Section released additional guidelines to prevent crime
and assaults that the police were meant to disseminate among the Japanese
populace. The ministry advocated for Japanese women to always be accompanied by a man, or better yet, remain at home. Their recommendations also reverberated through newspaper articles from late August 1945
that advised Japanese women and children not to go out alone and refrain
from wearing “licentious clothes.”59 Authorities even considered prohibiting women and children from going outside the house at night altogether.
Such paternalism also extended to dress codes, and the ministry encouraged
neighborhood associations to advise their female residents to take special
precautions by wearing their wartime work dress called monpe with several layers of underwear to protect themselves against sexual assaults and
not to expose any female body shape. Drawing on wartime propaganda,
the ministry encouraged assistance among community members and the
“spiritual” strengthening of women. Women were told to call out loudly
for help in the case of an emergency and assemble nearby residents to act
in “collective defense” (kyōdō bōei) against offenders. To do so, women in
particular would need to receive adequate “spiritual education” (seishin
kyōiku) to be prepared for sexual assaults. To be able to call for help and
gather in defensive crowds, however, would not cover all aspects necessary
for women’s spiritual strength. Women were furthermore asked not to be
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passive in the case of a sexual assault but to protest and resist rape as strongly
and violently as possible “to protect female chastity” (teisō o mamoru). After
a sexual assault, women needed to have the courage to report to the police
so that Japan’s authorities could forward the information to the occupiers
for further investigation.60
It is almost impossible to prove whether Japanese civilians actually
behaved according to the Home Ministry’s guidelines or if these guidelines
were even disseminated publicly. Some of the ministry’s suggested modes
of behavior did, however, surface in CLO reports on sexual assaults. The
recommendation for rape victims to scream and call for help, for instance,
helped three women in Yokohama escape being raped. According to a
report, “at about 11 p.m. on September 13, one American negro troop invaded [a woman’s] home [in] Nishi Ward. The negro troop tried to rape
her by pushing her throat, but fled away when she screamed loudly.”61 On
the same day, just a few blocks away, it was reported that “two American
negro troops invaded the house of [a Japanese mother in] Nishi Ward, at
about 11:40 p.m. September 13. They attempted to rape [her] and her son’s
wife . . . but fled away when the two screamed loudly.”62 The ministry’s
gender-biased evaluation that male presence would limit sexual assaults
against women, however, usually misjudged the situation and did not
help the victims. On many occasions, husbands and other male relatives or
friends present were chained, hit, or had a gun pointed at them, while the
wife, daughter, or sister was kidnapped, raped, or otherwise assaulted. In
Yokohama on September 4, for example, a report stated that “4 American
soldiers went into the house of . . . a laborer, and forced at the point of gun
his wife, . . . to come outside with them, and were about to kidnap her in a
Datsun on which they came, but she managed to escape by running away
from them.”63 On the same day on Miura peninsula close to Yokosuka, a
report noted that “American soldiers, riding in a motor car, stopped at the
Nagai Village, Mura-gun to force [a 51 year old man from Yokosuka] . . .
and his companion, wife of [a 27 or 28 year old Japanese male] into the car,
they soon discarded the man, and kidnapped the girl.”64
According to a variety of the reports filed by the CLO, Japanese civilians
sometimes reacted against sexual assaults as recommended by the Home
Ministry. This is not to say that the ministry’s guidelines were realized or
applied. Rather, the reported actions of Japanese civilians hint at the agency
of sexually targeted women, relatives, friends, neighborhood associates,
and Japanese police officers, who all left traces in the CLO reports of their
practices in preventing, dodging, and resisting sexual assaults. Screaming
and running away were the most common practices, but others developed
strategies that could be similarly effective to avoid being raped. In a report
from Yokohama, for instance, a CLO administrator recorded that
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on September 15, about 9:30 p.m., two American soldiers entered
into the home of [a Japanese family in] Fujisawa City. While the
father entertained the American soldiers, the mother fled outside.
[The daughter] was taking a bath quickly concealed herself with
the lid of the bath and so was not discovered. Again on September
16, about 1:30 a.m., two American soldiers forced the way into the
home. [The daughter] and her mother who were sleeping inside
a mosquito-net were discovered when the pocket flashlight of an
American soldier was flashed on them. The mother fled outside
through the front door but [the daughter] attempting to escape
through the window was captured by three American soldiers
posted at the back door. [The daughter] yelled out and she was hit
in the face. The American soldiers attempting to rape her, ripped
off her clothes. But they were frustrated in their attempt as police
officers and men who were informed by the mother came running
toward the house. The American soldiers escaped.65
The same report noted that two days later, “during the absence of [a Japanese male in] Kooza-gun, on September 17, an American soldier under the
pretense that he desired a Japanese flag, approached the Japanese home
and seeing that not a man was around tried to force himself upon the wife,
. . . 34 years old. However, she cried out the MP is coming which scared the
American soldier away.”66
In the first case, the help of police officers and other men in the neighborhood, who were informed by the escaped mother, apparently “frustrated” and chased off the group of American servicemen. In the second
case, the rapist was “scared away” by shouting that the military police were
coming. Both cases highlight the importance of what the historian Shani
D’Cruze has called the “informal strategies” employed by rape victims to
gain support from friends, family members, or neighbors, which often bypassed such law-enforcing and legal institutions as police and courts.67 In
post-surrender Japan, collaborations between victims, relatives, neighbors,
and official agents of the Japanese state and the American military police
sometimes helped prevent sexual assaults. Although it is important to note
that the physical or imaginative presence of the occupation authorities—embodied in this case by the military police—was significant in the prevention
and investigation of sexual assaults, the interventions by Japanese police
officers as well as the recommendations envisioned by the Home Ministry
and the strategies developed and exercised by Japanese civilians were also
effective measures to prevent sexual assaults.
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Male Complicities: Sexual Violence, Patriarchal Power,
and Silencing
Sexual violence in post-surrender Japan occurred within a pervasive
culture of militarized masculinity. This enabled the conceptualization and
organization of a “female floodwall” that exploited lower-class sex workers to comfort the invading foreign soldiers. Occupation army servicemen
themselves engaged with Japanese sex workers and coerced women who
were not sex workers by force or threat to have sex. Japanese authorities
attempted to limit these sexual assaults committed by occupation personnel,
although not very successfully. The occupiers’ usual response to proposed
cases was to ask for more information on accused suspects in order to start
further investigation, which was part of their strategy to suppress news,
reports, and investigations of sexual assault incidents. Servicemen themselves seem to have followed a culture of silence and did not denounce
fellow soldiers, as is evident in the gang-rape incident in Nogeyama Park.68
The sexual encounter between occupiers and occupied appears to have
followed a clear-cut divide of American servicemen as perpetrators and
Japanese women as victims of sexual violence, while Japan’s authorities
were rather helpless spectators. There is evidence, however, that Japanese
men were complicit in exploiting Japanese women’s experiences of sexual
violence. Male hegemony did not stop with the violent physical practices of
harassing, assaulting, raping, and pimping women. Although nothing exceeds the pain and suffering that the victims of sexual violence experienced,
the subsequent use of the victims’ experiences by Japan’s authorities illuminates the wide range of masculine power relations. Based on the sources
at hand, which are predominantly police and CLO reports, it is obvious
that victims of sexual violence were overpowered multiple times.69 Japan’s
authorities urged women to report sexual assaults and even advised special
“spiritual education” to strengthen women to testifying. They thus forced
women to express their experience of sexual violence in male-dominated
arenas, and police reports and ministry memoranda framed women’s voices.
Victims were unable to articulate their individual experiences on their own
terms. In addition, sexual assault cases were hardly ever prosecuted, and
courts rarely convicted perpetrators.
Female victims of sexual violence in post-surrender Japan often experienced what the philosopher and literary critic Gayatri Spivak calls
“epistemic violence.”70 Male-dominated discourse reduced the individual
tragic and painful experience of sexual violence to male interest. Male
advocacy embedded rape and other assaults against Japanese women into
a narrative of the violation of Japan’s women by the raging occupiers; it
was dominated by a male understanding of what sexual violence is and
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how it can be articulated—ignoring the experiences of the lower-class sex
workers who were supposed to protect all other Japanese women. Using
the trope of the vulnerable, violated, yet nationally significant body of the
Japanese woman, male Japanese police officers, bureaucrats, and politicians
deliberately exploited the tragedies of rape victims to position themselves
opposite the occupiers. It helped male Japanese authorities legitimate the
existence of the “female floodwall,” sometimes even proclaiming that the
number of brothels and sex workers was not sufficient to protect all Japanese
women. It simultaneously enabled their attempts to resist or undermine
the occupiers’ very concept of modernity and democracy by pointing out
the trespasses of occupation personnel. This, ultimately, allowed Japanese
men, and in particular male agents of the Japanese state, to satisfy their
own masculine nationalist desires and attempts to maintain authority in
immediate postwar Japan.

Conclusion
As MacArthur announced in his speech on the deck of the Missouri,
the occupation’s goal was a peaceful Japan within a “better world” based
on “freedom, tolerance and justice.” In a broad perspective, as the historians John Dower and Takemae Eiji convincingly argue, these goals were
accomplished because in the second half of the twentieth century, Japan
no longer posed an immediate military threat.71 The occupation of Japan
was nevertheless more than a mere lesson in American-style democracy,
and the anticipated transition from warfare to peaceful liberation was far
from smooth according to either American or Japanese plans. The first encounter between occupiers and occupied was not entirely harmonious and
a lot of tension existed between them—a tension that surfaced in physical
and sexual violence. The occupiers’ praise of democracy did not prevent
servicemen of the occupation army from attacking and molesting Japanese
civilians. For women in particular—who were the predominant targets
of sexual violence—it is thus questionable if September 2, 1945, actually
marks the groundbreaking beginning of freedom and peace as proposed
by MacArthur or if it brought a new type of conflict to their doorsteps.72
In post-surrender Japan, incidents of sexual violence and the way
they were (or were not) spoken of uncovers how the asymmetrical power
relations between occupiers and occupied was often reflected in sexual
relations during the transition from war to peace. It highlights the intersection of sexuality with race, class, and gender in the efforts to control sexual
encounters and the discursive patterns in which sexual violence could be
articulated and silenced. Japanese men and women were not systematically mass raped, but the many forms of sexual violence were not singular
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instances of servicemen’s individual misconduct either. A hegemonic masculinity framed the incidents’ significance, depriving the victims of their
interpretation of their experience. Male authorities, both occupiers and
occupied, instrumentalized sexual violence either by being silent about it
and not seriously attempting to prosecute perpetrators or by appropriating
it for self-victimization and empowerment to satisfy nationalistic desires.
Looking at sexual violence, however, also offers a way to reconstruct agency
in 1945 Japan, particularly in terms of Japanese officials’ room to maneuver.
They were not passive spectators of occupation policy but actively engaged
in the attempt to maintain masculine authority after Japan’s masculinity
had failed with defeat and surrender in World War II.
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